Fixation disparity: binocular vergence accuracy for a visual display at different positions relative to the eyes.
Some observers do not fixate accurately at the point of regard: Their vergence angle (between the visual axes of the two eyes) may correspond to points slightly nearer or farther away. This vergence error, or fixation disparity, was measured with nonius (vernier) lines at six positions of a visual display relative to the eyes. At viewing distances of 40, 60, and 100 cm, the display was located either at eye level or at a downward inclination of gaze direction of -25 degrees relative to horizontal. Viewing conditions resembled typical office work. Lowering the screen induced a near shift in mean vergence response of 0.6 min arc, irrespective of viewing distance; the closer the screen, the more distant was the vergence response relative to the target (by 2.5 min arc on average). The slope of this proximity-fixation-disparity curve is an individual parameter of the vergence system. Actual or potential applications of this research include recommendations for the comfortable viewing distance of visual displays.